Spotlight

AUB mourns death of Professor Emeritus Raja Izzat Tannous

Professor Emeritus Raja Tannous, who has been a member of the Nutrition and Food Sciences Department since 1963, died on February 26, having been hospitalized since December. He was 80. READ MORE

News

Internship program to bridge gap between students and entrepreneurship

AUB students now have the opportunity to join high-impact entrepreneurial businesses in Lebanon, thanks to a new internship program launched by AUB, in collaboration with Endeavor Lebanon. READ MORE

'Launch of Brave Heart campaign to raise awareness on Congenital Heart Disease'

Annahar reports that the Lebanese Health Minister Wael Abou Faour launched the annual campaign of Brave Heart Fund, aimed to raise awareness on Congenital Heart Disease. READ MORE

'AUB honors Kamal Joumblatt'

Al Hayat reports that AUB is holding an exhibition of works by and about Kamal Joumblatt that will display books, writings, manuscripts, photos and posters, as well as items from Joumblatt's own personal collection. READ MORE

'109 universities participated in the international eco-marathon'

Annahar reports on the participation of AUB mechanical engineering students in the Asia Shell Eco-Marathon 2014. READ MORE

'Palestinians can rectify negotiating weaknesses'

AUB's IFI Director Rami Khouri writes for Upcoming events

- Arts & Humanities Initiative seminar 'Ideology and Interpellation,' March 2-12 READ MORE
- DVD screening of 'After 100 Springs,' March 3, 7pm, OSB, Maamari Aud. READ MORE
- Sociology, Anthropology and Media Studies lecture 'New knowledge for new times? Infrastructures of social science production in the Arab region,' March 4, 12:30pm, West Hall, Aud. A READ MORE
- Exhibition of works by and about Kamal Joumblatt, March 4-30 READ MORE
- Talk by Ahmet Bozer, President of Coca-Cola International, entitled "Perspectives on Global Leadership," March 5, 11:30am, OSB, Maamari Aud. READ MORE
- Princeton University 'Revolutions, Counter- Revolutions, and Constitutions The Difficult Rebirth of the Modern Arab World,' workshop, March 5, 4:30pm READ MORE
- IFI lecture 'Gender and Neoliberalism: The All India Democratic Women's Association and Globalization Politics,' March 6, 1pm, Building 37 READ MORE
- 'Critical Machines' Exhibition and Conference, March 6-June 26 READ MORE
Middle East Online on the Palestinian leadership and negotiations with Israel. READ MORE

'Israel takes risk with airstrike on Hezbollah'
Associated Press interviews AUB Professor Hilal Khashan on recent Israeli airstrike on Lebanon and its consequences. READ MORE

AUB is starting a master of science program in rural community development
Inside Higher Ed reports that AUB is starting a master of science program in rural community development. READ MORE

'Experts urge vaccination drive to save lives'
The Daily Star interviews AUB Professors Faysal al-Kak and Anwar Nassar on the importance of vaccination. READ MORE

'Drought puts agriculture, tourism at risk'
The Daily Star interviews AUB Professor Hadi Jaafar on drought in Lebanon which negatively impacts the country’s agricultural sector in the long run. READ MORE

Safety & Security Information - March 3, 2014
READ MORE

Announcements
- Register now for Online Community Management course READ MORE
- Outlook Newspaper Recruitment READ MORE
- Apply now to CEC Spring term! READ MORE
- Annual PLURAL+ Youth Video Festival READ MORE
- Check out the new design of the MainGate magazine! READ MORE
- 52nd annual Graduate Study Program READ MORE
- Big4 & After READ MORE
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